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Eye-opening Impact of Simple 
Design Errors on Product Costs

By Vikram Bhargava

Seemingly simple errors by the designer can add up to
millions of dollars or more in direct, indirect and
opportunity costs. A hypothetical case study based on

realistic situations will illustrate how this can happen.  
A product designer is like the quarterback in American foot-

ball. The quarterback is responsible for the outcome of
each individual play and his successes and failures can have
a significant impact on the fortunes of his team. Even the
strongest offensive and defensive team cannot make up
for the deficiencies of a quarterback. 
Likewise, the design engineer plays a critical role in a

product’s performance. The others in the team, such as the
material supplier, the toolmaker and the manufacturer,
cannot make up for the deficiencies in the design. A vast
majority of the apparent material, tooling, processing and
abuse issues also can be linked back to design errors.
As designers, we take pride in creating robust products.

Every design should be robust enough to meet or exceed the
functional requirement over the projected life, intended
environmental conditions and the physical appearance.
However, considering the competition and changing con-
sumer preferences, every designer should also ensure that
the product is as cost effective as possible. 

Total Lifetime Product Costs 

Let’s take a look at what makes up the total cost of a prod-
uct and what costs can be avoided or eliminated.

Normal Costs
• Development costs (reasonable computer-aided design,

analysis, prototyping, verification costs)
• Tool, tool development and qualification costs 
• Total part cost (if n is the total number of products pro-

duced) should be n multiplied by  the reasonable
individual part cost.

Avoidable Costs
Avoidable costs are those that are attributed to the direct and
indirect costs (scrap costs, wasted engineering resources cost,
tooling costs, etc.) that occur due to design errors and engi-
neering changes that could have been avoided. Figure 1
depicts the traditional cost of design change curve for the
product lifecycle. As one can see, the cost of a design error
and change increases exponentially, the later it occurs in the
development lifecycle. 
Companies pay even a bigger price if errors are detected

Figure 1. Figure 2.
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after the product is delivered to customers. It not only leads
to expensive recalls but can completely damage a company’s
reputation. 
The General Motors recall due to a faulty ignition switch is

a recent example of how a simple design error led to huge
losses for the company. The cost for getting the switch
designed right in the first place would have been 57 cents per
piece.1 The total cost of the recall was $4.1 billion, as of
Feb. 4, 2015.2

Opportunity Costs
Figure 2 represents a commonly acceptable life span of a
product. 
The solid line shows the total anticipated sales for a prod-

uct over its intended life.  The dotted line represents what
may happen to sales if the product release is delayed by four
weeks. The difference between the integrals of the two
curves potentially represents the total revenue loss or the
total opportunity costs 
Leading aircraft manufacturer Boeing Co. had to tem-

porarily halt the deliveries of its Boeing 787 because of
issues with the battery overheating.3 This cost the aircraft
manufacturer approximately $600 million4 in direct costs. As
large as this figure is, it may still be dwarfed by the lost-oppor-
tunity costs, which are harder to accurately measure. Losing
the sales of even five or six aircraft to the competition may
mean revenue losses of more than a billion dollars.
To explain the impact of simple design errors on overall

product costs I will take the example of a handheld compu-
ting device. 

A Handheld Case Study

In this hypothetical but realistic example, the assembly of a
handheld computing device consisted of a plastic cover, a
sheet-metal chassis to support the liquid crystal display,
and four custom-machined studs that fastened the printed
circuit board to the cover and metal chassis.  The average sell-
ing price of the product was $300. The marketing department
estimated total sales of one million units over three years.
Design errors in the product led to engineering changes
and rework, impacting product cost and time to market.
On evaluating the situation, the firm identified that the
errors were occurring primarily because designers were
not aware of the proper design manufacturability rules.
Additionally, because of timeline pressures, the design was
released to tooling without the needed validation.

Design Errors & Product Costs
Increased Part Costs
• Inadequate draft caused the part to be distorted during

ejection. To reduce the distortion, the manufacturer
increased the cycle time from 30 seconds to 45 sec-
onds, to allow more time for the part to cool down.
Because the part still had occasional difficulties in ejec-
tion, the yield rate dropped from 99% to 95%. Over the
life of the product, this small design error resulted in a
total increased part cost of $213,000 (See Table 1).

• Another error detected was the hole diameter. One of
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Table 1 - Plastic Part Costs

Part Optimized Design With Longer Cycle Time Due to Warpage Total
Weight Material Cost/ Cycle Yield Molding Cost Cycle Yield Machine Cost Delta Total Avoidable
(gm) Kilo Time % Machine Time % Rate Number Costs

Rate of Parts
($/hr.)

Top Cover 100 PC $6.00 30 99 $45.00 $0.98 45 95 $45.00 $1.19 $0.21 1,000,000 $213,317
Bottom Cover 150 PC $6.00 30 99 $45.00 $1.28 45 95 $45.00 $1.49 $0.21 1,000,000 $213,317

Table 2 - Metal Parts Costs

Part Optimized Design With Additional Drilling Operation Total
Weight Material Cost/ Cycle Yield Stamping Cost Cost of Yield New Delta Total Avoidable
(gm) Kilo Time % Press Drilling % Cost Number Costs

Rate Hole of Parts
$/hr.

Stainless 
Steel

Chassis 50 301 1.35 1 99 30 $0.07 0.15 95 $0.23 $0.16 1,000,000 $161,447

Table 3 - Machined Parts Costs

Part Number Optimized Cost Cost with Counter  Delta Total Number Total Additional 
Required Boring Operation of Parts Cost

Machined Studs 4 0.15 0.16 0.01 1,000,000 $10,000



the holes in the stamping was less in diameter than
the metal thickness which led to occasional punch
breakage during the stamping process. The manufac-
turing team decided to drill the smaller diameter hole in
a secondary operation, which resulted in an additional
cost of 15 cents per part and a loss in yield from 99% to
95%. The overall cost impact to the organization was
$161,447 (see Table 2). 

• The lack of the flute angle at the bottom of the hole
resulted in an extra counter boring operation on the
Swiss screw machine, resulting in an increase of 1 cent
per set of four needed for the assembly. The total cost
increase was $10,000 for a million sets (see Table 3).

Increased Resource Costs
Table 4 breaks down the normal and avoidable development
costs.  The avoidable costs were relatively low due to the fact
that there were no parts in the inventory that had to be
scrapped.  If parts had to be scrapped, the avoidable costs
would have been significantly higher. The total cost of the
additional resources was $19,200.  
More importantly, these resources were not available for

new product development as they were engaged in non-val-
ue-added rework and engineering changes. 

Increased Tooling Costs
Each engineering change to the tool cost an average of
$5,000. Three changes each were made to the top and bot-
tom cover, costing a total of $30,000 (see Table 5).

Increased Warranty Costs
Because of the inadequate number of threads being engaged
at the four corner bosses, they were stripping even on small
drops.  Additionally, because of the sharp corners along
the edges of the covers, along with a sudden wall thickness
reduction of 50%, the covers were under very high stress and
were cracking in the operators’ hands.  
The part pictured (see Fig. 3) actually shows these cracks

on a similar part from the lotion on the users’ hands, caus-
ing severe cracks at a sharp corner inside.
The cumulative warranty and repair costs totaling $1.65

million (see Table 6).

Opportunity Costs
The engineering changes and the work-arounds after the
tools were completed delayed the product’s introduction by
four weeks. The following (see Table 7) illustrates the loss in
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Table 6 - Warranty Costs

Environmental
Failure Stripped Stress
Type Bosses Cracking
Number Recalled 50,000 50,000 
Cost of Parts $3.00 $3.00 
Repair and Testing $10.00 $10.00 
Shipping and Handling $10.00 $10.00 
Administrative $10.00 $10.00 
Total Cost $1,650,000 $1,650,000

Table 5 - Plastic Tooling Costs

Part Initial Average Engg No of Engg Total
Cost Change Cost Changes Additional

Cost

Top Cover $50,000 $5,000 3 $15,000
Bottom Cover $60,000 $5,000 3 $15,000

Figure 3.

Table 4 - Development Costs

Normal Development Costs With Avoidable Engineering Changes
Engineering Analyst Tool Other Overall Total Engineering Analyst Tool Other Overall Total No. of Additional

Hours Hours Engineer Services Rate Cost of Hours Hours Engineer Services Rate Cost of Engineering Resource
Hours Hours $/Hour Resources Hours Hours $/Hour Resources Changes Cost

Top Cover 300 40 40 20 $100 $40,000 40 8 8 8 $100 $6,400 3 $19,200
Bottom Cover 300 40 40 20 $100 $40,000 40 8 8 8 $100 $6,400 3 $19,200



market share due to the delay.  (For the sake of simplicity, let’s
assume that the overall effect of lowering and compressing
the sales curve equaled four weeks’ worth of revenue loss-
es during its peak in the second year). That translates into a
total loss of more than $13.8 million. 
Chart 1 and Table 8 sum up the significant lost profits and

revenue for seemingly very insignificant design deficiencies. 
The total combined loss was $ 17.8 million, or almost 6%

of the initially forecast revenue!  
The preceding serves as an eye opener on the dramatic

effect that seemingly minor design and manufacturability
errors can have on the cost and performance of a product.
Even the most experienced designer can let these errors slip
through due the time and schedule pressures.

Introducing DFMPro
Fortunately, a ready solution exists to stop these errors
right in their tracks, in the form of Geometric Ltd.’s DFMPro.
DFMPro is a CAD-integrated assistant for the design engi-

neer that helps to detect design for manufacturing and
performance issues right at the design stage. It helps both new
and seasoned engineers as a sidekick, checking for design
errors along with the explanations at the click of a button.
More importantly, it can be the designer’s dependable

partner in guarding against the errors with total objectivity
that conventional design-check processes with their inher-
ent subjectivity will likely miss. 

Conclusion

In the new competitive world, product designers are under
tremendous pressure to produce robust designs at a mini-
mum cost and in the fastest possible time.  Engaging a
powerful ally such as DFMPro can help designers to reduce
costly mistakes occurring either due to human error or lack
of manufacturing and performance-related knowledge. The
program functions much like a spellchecker in a Word doc-
ument, quickly detecting errors and recommending
alternative solutions. 
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Table 8 - Overall Costs

Development Tooling Warranty Revenue Total
Parts Resources Cost Cost Lost Loss
Cost Cost
$598,082 38,400 $30,000 $3,300,000 13,846,154 $17,812,636 
3.36% 0.22% 0.17% 18.53% 77.73% 100.00% 

Table 7 - Opportunity Costs

Delay Total Shipments Shipments Per Week Missed Price/ Lost 
in Life of Opportunity Unit Revenue

Weeks Product 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

4 1,000,000 200,000 600,000 200,000 3,846 11,538 3,846 46,153.85 $300 $13,846,154 

Chart 1
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